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Abstract: The object of this paper is study the notions of weak Baer and weak Rickart rings and modules. We obtained 

many characterizations of weak Rickart rings and provide their properties. Relations ship between a weak Rickart (weak 

Baer) module and its endomorphism ring are studied. We proved that a weak Baer module with no infinite set of nonzero 

orthogonal idempotent elements in its endomorphism ring is precisely a Baer module. In addition, the endomorphism ring 

of a semi-projective weak Rickart module is semi-potent and the endomorphism ring of a semi-injective coweak Rickart 

module is semi-potent. Furthermore, we show that a free module is weak Baer if and only if its endomorphism ring is left 

weak Baer. 
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 مــــــــودولات بييــــــر الضعــيفــــــة والضعــيفــــــة المــــرافــقـــــــة

 إيمان الخوجة

 مجد الفاخوري

 سوريا ||جامعة البعث  ||كلية العلوم 

 حمزة حاكمي

 سوريا ||جامعة دمشق  ||كلية العلوم 

لقد حصلنا على العديد من . الهدف من هذا البحث هو دراسة مفاهيم حلقات ومودولات بــــيـيـر الضعيفة وريكارت الضعيفة: المستخلص

وحلقة ( بيير الضعيفة)تمت دراسة العلاقة بين مودولات ريكارت الضعيفة . خصائصهاتوصيفات حلقات ريكارت الضعيفة وقدمنا 

من العناصر الجامدة المتعامدة غير  لقد أثبتنا أن مودولات بيير الضعيفة التي تملك مجموعة غير منتهية. بهاالإندومورفيزمات الخاصة 

فإن حلقة الإندومورفيزمات  ،بالإضافة إلى ذلك. الصفرية في حلقة الإندومورفيزمات الخاصة بها هي على وجه التحديد مودولات بيير

لإسقاطية هي حلقة شبه جامدة وحلقة الإندومورفيزمات الخاصة بمودولات ريكارت المرافقة الخاصة بمودولات ريكارت الضعيفة نصف ا

علاوة على ذلك، فقد بينا أن المودولات الحرة هي مودولات بيير الضعيفة إذا وفقط إذا كانت حلقة . نصف الأفقية هي حلقة شبه جامدة

 .الإندومورفيزمات الخاصة بها هي حلقة بيير ضعيفة يسارية

 حلقة بيير الضعيفة، مودول بيير الضعيف، حلقة ريكارت الضعيفة، مودول ريكارت الضعيف، حلقةالكلمات المفتاحية: 

 الإندومورفيزمات، العادم.
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1. Introduction 

It is considered that Kaplansky is the first who defined the concept of Baer ring in [9], where a ring 

R  is said to be a Baer ring if every right (left) annihilator of any nonempty subset of R  is generated by an 

idempotent as right (left) ideal. It is clear that these two notions are right-left symmetric. Following [3], a 

ring R  is said to be a right (left) Rickart ring if every right (left) annihilator of any signal element of R  is 

generated by an idempotent as right (left) ideal, which is equivalent, to every a principal right (left) ideal of 

R is projective; i.e., R  is a right (left) pp. ring [4] and [5]. It is well-known that the notion of Rickart 

rings is not left-right symmetric. The concept of Baer rings was extended by Rizvi-Roman [13] to the 

general module theoretic setting. A module M is said to be a Baer module if the right annihilator in M of 

every nonempty subset of )(MEndS R is generated by an idempotent of S , which is equivalent, to 

every left annihilator in S of any submodule of M is generated by an idempotent of S   

In section 2, we study a weak Rickart rings and provide some characterizations and investigate its 

properties. We have proved that the endomorphism ring S of an R module M is right weak Rickart 

ring if and only if for every S with 0)( Ker , )(Ker  contains a non-zero direct summand of 

M . Also, it is proved that the endomorphism ring S of an R module M is left weak Rickart if and only 

if for every S  with MmI )( , )(mI contained in a direct summand of MK   of M .  

In section 3, it is proved that, if M is a semi-projective retractable module, then the 

endomorphism ring of M is a left weak Rickart ring if and only if M is a weak Rickart module and if M is 

a semi-injective co-retractable module, then the endomorphism ring of M is right weak Rickart if and only 

if M is a coweak Rickart module. In addition to, the endomorphism ring of a semi-projective weak Rickart 

module is semi-potent and the endomorphism ring of a semi-injective coweak Rickart module is semi-

potent. In section 4, we study a weak Baer modules and we obtained many characterizations and conclude 

some of its properties. It is proved that the endomorphism ring of a weak Baer module is a left weak Baer 

ring. Also, we prove that a co-retractable module M is weak Baer if and only if every proper submodule of 

M contained in a direct summand MN   of M . Also, We prove that a weak Baer module with no 

infinite set of nonzero orthogonal idempotent in its endomorphism ring is precisely a Baer module. In 

addition, a free module is weak Baer if and only if its endomorphism ring is left weak Baer.  

Throughout this paper, R is associative ring with an unity element and M is an unital right R

module. For a right R module M , )(MEndS R  will denote the endomorphism ring of M . For 

S , )(Ker  and )(mI  stand for the kernel and the image of , respectively. Also, for any 

nonempty subset I of S ; 

we denote of right annihilator of I  in M by }0;:{)(  mIMmmIrM  and the right 

annihilator of I  in S  }0;:{)(   ISIrS . For any nonempty subset N  of M , we denote of 

right annihilator of N  in R by  

}0;:{)(  rNRrrNrR  
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and the left annihilator of N  in S  by }0)(;:{)(  NSNS  . For any element a  of 

a ring R , we denote of left (right) annihilator of a  in R  by 

}0;:{)(  xaRxxa , }0;:{)(  axRxxar  

2. Weak Rickart Rings. 

Recall that a ring R  is a left (right) Ricakrt ring if for every Ra , eRRa   ( eRaR  ) for 

some idempotent Re , [5]. In this section we introduce and study the notion of right (left) weak Rickart 

rings and investigate some of its properties. We start with the following Lemma: 

Lemma 2.1. For any ring R  the following conditions are equivalent: 

1- For every Ra  with 0)( ar there exists a non-zero idempotent Re such that )(are . 

2- For every Ra  with 0)( ar , aea   for some idempotent Re1 . 

3- For every Ra  with 0)( ar , RfRa  where Rff  21 . 

4- For every Ra  with 0)( ar , gag )1(   where Rgg  20 . 

5- For every Ra  with 0)( ar , RaeR )1(   where Ree  20  

Proof. Obvious. 

We say that a ring R  is a right weak Rickart ring if it satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.1. 

Similarly, we define a left weak Rickart ring. Also, we say that a ring R  is a weak Rickart ring if R  is a right 

and left weak Rickart ring. It is clear that every right (left) Rickart ring is a right (left) weak Rickart ring. 

Also, we get the following characterization: 

Lemma 2.2. Let R  be a ring without non-zero nilpotent elements. Then the following conditions 

are equivalent: 

1- R  is a weak Rickart ring. 

2- R  is a right weak Rickart ring. 

3- R  is a left weak Rickart ring. 

Proof. It is clear, because for a ring R  without non-zero nilpotent elements )()( aar   for all 

Ra . 

A right order Q in a ring R  is a subring of R  such that every element of R  has the form 1ab  

for some Qba , . Similarly, we define a left order in R . 

Lemma 2.3. Let Q  be a right order in a ring R . Then: 

1- Rabrabr QR )()( 1   for every Qba , . 

2- If Q  is a right weak Rickart ring, then R  is a right weak Rickart ring. 

Proof. (1). It is clear that )()( 1 abrRabr RQ .  

Let )(, 11   abrdc R where Qdc , . Since Q is a right order ring in R , we can write 
11   tscb  for some Qst , . Then )(art Q  and so 
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Rabrdbtscd Q )(111   .
 

This shows that Rabrabr QR )()( 1  . 

(2). Let Rba 1, , 0)( 1 abrR  where Qba , , by (1) we have  

Rabrabr QR )()( 1   

and 0)( arQ , so by assumption there exist an idempotent Qe0  such that )(are Q , 

so Rbeb 1  is a nonzero idempotent and  

)()( 11   abrRabrbeb RQ  

Theorem 2.4. For every R module M  with )(MEndS R  the following are equivalent: 

1- S  is a right weak Rickart ring. 

2- For every S  with 0)( Ker , )(Ker  contains a nonzero direct summand of M . 

3- For every S  with 0)( Ker  there exist an idempotent Sg1 such that g  . 

Proof. )2()1(  . Let S with 0)( Ker , then there are Sgg 21, , 21 gg   such 

that 21 gg   . This shows that 0)( Sr  by (1) there exists an idempotent Se0 , 

)(Sre , so )()( KeremI   and 0)( emI  is a direct summand of M .  

)1()2(  . Let S  with 0)( Ker . Then by (2) )()( KerMe   for some 

See 2 . 0e . So 0e  and )1( e where 11  e is an idempotent of S . 

).1()3(   Let S , 0)( Sr . Then 00   for some S 0 . This shows 

that   is not monomorphism, by (3) e   for some See  21 . So 0)1(  e where 

Se1 is a nonzero idempotent of S and so )(1 Sre . 

Theorem 2.5. For every R module M  with )(MEndS R  the following are equivalent: 

1- S  is a left weak Rickart ring. 

2- For every S  with MmI )( , )(mI  contained in a direct summand MK  of M .  

3- For every S  with MmI )( ,  g  for some idempotent Sg1 . 

Proof. The proof follows dually to the Theorem 2.4. 

Lemma 2.6. Let M  be an R module, )(MEndS R . If S is a right weak Rickart ring, 

then: 

1-   is monomorphism if and only if )(Ker  is small in M . 

2- If )1( mI  is small in M , then   is an unit. 

Proof. (1) ( ). Is obvious. ( ). Assume that 0)( Ker  by Theorem 2.4 

)()( KerMe   for some See  20 . Since )(Ker  is small in M , )(Me  is small in M so 

0e  a contradiction. 
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(2).Suppose that )1( mI is small in M . Since )1()(   mIKer , )(Ker  is also 

small in M  so by (1)  is monomorphism. On the other hand, )(mIM  , because 

)1()(   mImIM , thus   is an unit. 

Lemma 2.7. Let M be an R module, )(MEndS R . If S is a left weak Rickart ring, 

then: 

1-  is an epimorphism if and only if )(mI is large in M . 

2- If )1( Ker is large in M , then  is an unit.  

Proof. The proof follows dually to the Lemma 2.6. 

Let P  be an projective R module, )(PEndS R , it is well-known that the submodule 

)(mI  is small in P  if and only if the right ideal S  is small in S  [13, Proposition 1.1].  

Also, if Q  is an injective R module and )(QEndS R , then the sub-module )(Ker

is large in Q if and only if the left ideal S is small in S [11, Proposition 1, P.102]. 

Corollary 2.8. Let M  be an R module, )(MEndS R . Then: 

I – If M is projective and S is a left weak Rickart ring, then the submodule )(mI  is large in 

M if and only if the right ideal S is large in S . 

II – If M is injective and S is a right weak Rickart ring, then the submodule )(Ker  is small in 

M if and only if the left ideal S is small in S . 

Proof. (I) )( . Suppose that )(mI is large in M , then by Lemma 2.7   is an epimorphism. 

Let I  be a right ideal of S such that 0 IS . Since M is projective, for every I  there exists 

S  such that S  , so SI  . Thus 0 ISI  . This shows that S is large in S

. 

)( . Suppose that )(mI  is not large in M , then MmI )( by Theorem 2.5 )(mI

contained in a direct summand MN  of M , so )()( MeNmI   for some idempotent 

Se1 . Since M is projective, eSS  . Thus  

0)1(  SeS  

Since S is large in S , 0)1(  Se  so 1e a contradiction. This implies that )(mI is large in 

M . (II) The proof follows dually to (I). 

Lemma 2.9. Let M  be an R module, )(MEndS R .  

I. If S is a right weak Rickart ring, then for every S , 0)( Ker  the following holds: 

1- )1( mI contains a nonzero direct summand of M . 

2- )1( Ker  contained in a direct summand MN  of M . 

II. If S is a left weak Rickart ring, then for every S , MmI )(  the following holds: 

1- )1( mI  contains a nonzero direct summand of M . 

2- )1( Ker  is contained in a direct summand MN  of M . 

Proof. (I) Let S , 0)( Ker . By Theorem 2.4    where S  is an idempotent and 

1 . Since 0)1(  and )1(1   ,  
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)1)(1)(1(1   . 

1- Let )1)(1(  g . Then Sg  is a nonzero idempotent element and 

)1()(  mIgmI  where 0)( gmI  is a direct summand of M . 

2- Let )1)(1(  f . Then Sf 0 is an idempotent and  

)1()()1( fmIfKerKer   

where Sf 11 is an idempotent and so, MfmI  )1( is a direct summand of M . 

II – The proof follows dually to the (I). 

Example. (1) Recall that an R module M is regular [16], if for every Mm , )(mmfm 

for some ),( RMHomf R . If M is a regular module, then )(MEndS R  is a right weak Rickart 

ring. Because for every S  with 0)( Ker , )(Ker contains a direct summand of M and by 

Theorem 2.4, S  is right weak Rickart. 

(2) Call that a ring R  is an 0I ring [8] (Semi-potent ring [17]), if for every right (left) ideal of R

which not contained in the Jacobson radical )(RJ  of R , contains a nonzero idempotent. It is clear that 

every 0I ring with zero Jacobson radical is a weak Rickart ring. 

(3) Call that a ring R  is regular [7] if for every Ra , axaa  for some Rx . It is clear that 

every regular ring is a weak Rickart ring. 

3. Weak Rickart Modules. 

Recall that an R module M is a Rickart module [6], if the right annihilator in M of any signal 

element of )(MEndS R  is generated by an idempotent of S , equivalently, )()(  KerrM   is a 

direct summand of M  for every S . Note that:  

)()()(  SrrKer MM  . 

Let RM  be a module and )(MEndS R . We say that a module M  is a weak Rickart module 

if for S  with 0))(( mIS , ))(( mIS contains a nonzero idempotent of S . Similarly, we 

say that a module M  is a coweak Rickart module if for S with 0)( Mr , )(Mr contains a 

nonzero direct summand of M . It is clear that every Rickart module is coweak Rickart. 

Corollary 3.1. For every R module M with )(MEndS R . Then the following statements 

are equivalent: 

1- The module M  is coweak Rickart. 

2- For any S with 0)( Ker , )(Ker contains a nonzero direct summand of M . 

3- The ring S  is a right weak Rickart ring. 

Proof. )2()1(  . Is obvious because )()(  KerrM   for every S . 

)3()2(  . By Theorem 2.4. 

Corollary 3.2. For every R module M with )(MEndS R . Then the following statements 

are equivalent: 
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1- The module M  is weak Rickart. 

2- For every S  with MmI )( , )(mI  contained in a direct summand of MK   of 

M . 

3- The ring S  is a left weak Rickart ring. 

Proof. )2()1(  . Is obvious because )())((  SS mI   for every S . )3()2(  . 

By Theorem 2.5. 

Call that an R module M is co-retractable [2], if for every proper sub-module N  of M , 

0)( NS . Also, Call that an R module M is retractable [2], if 0),( NMomh R  for every 

submodule 0N  of M . 

Let M  be an R module, )(MEndS R . Following Wisbauer [14], a module M  is called 

semi-injective if for every S , ))((  KerS S . Also, a module M is called semi-projective if for 

every S ,  

))(,(  mIMomHS R  

It is clear that if M  is a semi-injective co-retractable module, then 0)( Ker  if and only if 

SS  for every S . Also, if M  is a semi-projective retractable module, then MmI )( if and 

only if SS   for every S . 

Proposition 3.3. Let M be a semi-injective co-retractable R module. Then the following 

statements are equivalent: 

1- The module M  is coweak Rickart. 

2- For any S  with SS  , )(Ker  contains a nonzero direct summand of M . 

3- The ring S  is a right weak Rickart ring. 

Proof. Is obvious by Corollary 3.1 and our assumption. 

Proposition 3.4. Let M be a semi-projective retractable R module. Then the following 

statements are equivalent: 

1- The module M  is weak Rickart. 

2- For any S with SS  , )(mI contained in a direct summand of MK  of M . 

3- The ring S  is a left weak Rickart ring. 

Proof. Is obvious by Corollary 3.2 and our assumption. 

Let RM  be a module and )(MEndS R , suppose that 

S}  allfor ;)1(;:{ˆ   MmISS  
S}  allfor ;0)1(;:{ˆ   KerSS  

In [8], it is proved that SSJ  ˆ)( , SSJ  ˆ)(  and if M  is semi-projective,  

SSJ  ˆ)( [8, Lemma 3.2]. Also, if M  is semi-injective, SSJ  ˆ)(  [8, Lemma 3.7]. 

Proposition 3.5. Let M be a weak Rickart R module, )(MEndS R .The following hold: 

1- For every S , S ˆ , S  contains a nonzero idempotent of S . 
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2- If M  is semi-projective, then S  is semi-potent. 

Proof. 1 – Let S ˆ , then there exists S such that MmI  )1(  , by Corollary 

3.2 )()1( eKermI   for some idempotent Se0 . Since 0)1( e , 

)()( eee   . Let )( eg  , then g  is a nonzero idempotent of S  and Seg   )( . 

2 – Follows from (1), hence SSJ  ˆ)( . 

Proposition 3.6. Let M be a coweak Rickart R module, )(MEndS R . The following 

hold: 

1- For every S , S ˆ , S  contains a nonzero idempotent of S . 

2- If M  is semi-injective, then S  is semi-potent. 

Proof. The proof follows dually to the Proposition 2.4. 

4. Weak Baer Rings and Modules. 

We say that a ring R is a right (left) weak Baer ring if for every nonempty subset RI  , 

0)( Ir ( 0)( I )there exists an idempotent Re0  such that )(Ire  ( )(Ie  ). Also, we 

say that a ring R  is a weak Baer ring if R  is a right and left weak Baer ring. It is clear that every Baer ring is 

a right (left) weak Baer ring. 

Lemma 4.1. For every ring R  the following statements are equivalent: 

1- R  is a right (left) weak Baer ring. 

2- For any nonempty subset RJ  , RJ )(  ( RJr )( ) there exists an idempotent 

Rf 1  such that RfJ )( ( RfJr )( . 

3- For any nonempty subset RI  , 0)( Jr  ( 0)( I ) there exists an idempotent Rf 1  

such that afa   ( faa  ) for all Ia . 

Proof. Is obvious. 

Lemma 4.2. For any ring R  the following holds: 

1- If R  is a right (left) Rickart ring, then R  is a left (right) weak Baer ring. 

2- If R  is a Rickart ring, then R  is a weak Baer ring. 

Proof. 1 – Assume that R  is a right Rickart ring. Let I  be a nonempty subset of R  with 

0)( Ir . Then 0Ia for some Ra0 , by assumption eRa )(  for some idempotent 

Re1 . Since eRaIr  )())((  , 0)1))(((  eIr  so )()))(((1 IrIrre   .where 

Re1  is a nonzero idempotent.  

2 – Is obvious by (1). 

Recall that an R module M is a Baer module [12], if for every sub-module N of M , 

SeNS )(  for some See 2 . We say that a module M is a weak Baer module 

if for any submodule N of M  with 0)( NS , )(NS  contains a nonzero idempotent of 

)(MEndS R . It is clear that every Baer module is a weak Baer module. 
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Lemma 4.3. Let M be an R module, )(MEndS R . Then the following statements are 

equivalent: 

1- The module M  is a weak Baer module. 

2- For every submodule N of M with 0)( NS there exists a direct summand MM 1  of M  

such that 1MN  . 

3- For every left ideal I of S with MIrM )( there exists a direct summand MK  of M  such 

that KIrM )( . 

Proof. )2()1(  . Let N  be a submodule of M  with 0)( NS , then )(Ne S  for 

some idempotent Se0 . Since 0)( Ne , )(eKerN   and MeKer )( is a direct summand 

of M . 

)3()2(  . Let I  be a left ideal of S  with MIrM )( . Since )(IrM is a sub-module of M  

such that 0))(( IrMS , so by (2) KIrM )(  for some direct summand MK  of M .  

)1()3(  . Let N  be a submodule of M  with 0)( NS . Since )(NS  is a left ideal of S  

and MNr SM ))(( , so by (3) KNr SM ))((  for some direct summand MK   of M . Thus 

)())(( MeNr SM   where KMe :  the projection onto K . Since MK  , Se1 is an 

idempotent and so 

)()))((())(()(1 NNrMeee SSMSSS    

where Se1 is a nonzero idempotent. This proves )1()3(  . 

Proposition 4.4. Let M  be a weak Baer R module. Then )(MEndS R  is a left weak Baer 

ring. 

Proof. Let I  be a nonempty subset of S  with 0)( IS . Assume that )( mIN I

then N  is a submodule of M such that 0)()(  IN SS  by assumption )()( INe SS    for 

some idempotent Se0 . Therefore S  is a left weak Baer ring. 
Theorem 4.5. Let M be a co-retractable R module, )(MEndS R . Then the following 

statements are equivalent: 

1- The module M  is a weak Baer module. 

2- Every submodule MU  of M , U  contained in a direct summand MN   of M . 

Proof. )2()1(  . Let MU   be a submodules of M . Since M  is co-retractable, 

0)( US  by assumption there exists an idempotent Se0  such that )(Ue S . Since 

0)( Ue , )1()( emIeKerU  , where )1( emI   M is a direct summand of M . 

)1()2(  . Let N  be a submodule of M  with 0)( NS , then MN  . By assumption 

KN  for some direct summand MK  of M .Thus 0KKM   for some submodule 00 K  

of M . Let 0: KMe   be the projection onto 0K , Then Se0  is idempotent and )(Ne S , 

because 0)()(  KeNe .  

Therefore M  is a weak Baer module. 
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Theorem 4.6. Let F  be a right free R module and )(FEndS R . Then the following 

statements are equivalent: 

1- F  is a weak Baer module. 

2- S  is a left weak Baer ring. 

Proof. )2()1(  . By Proposition 4.4. )1()2(  . Let A  be a submodule of F  with

0)( AS . Since F  is free, )( mIA I  for some nonempty subset I  of S . So

0)()(  AI SS  , by assumption )(IS  contains a idempotent Se , 0e  thus )(Ae S . 

This shows that F  is a weak Baer module. 

Lemma 4.7. [10, Theorem 7.55] For every right R module M , )(MEndR  contains no 

infinite set of nonzero orthogonal idempotent elements if and only if )(MEndR  has DCC on direct 

summand left ideals if and only if M  has ACC on direct summand. 

Theorem 4.8. Let M be a right R module, )(MEndS R  has no infinite set of orthogonal 

idempotent elements. Then the following are equivalent: 

1- M  is a Baer module. 

2- M  is a weak Baer module. 

3- M is a Rickart module. 

Proof. )2()1(  . Is obvious. )1()2(  . Let N  be a submodule of M . If 0)( NS , then

)(NS  is a direct summand of S . Suppose that 0)( NS , then by assumption )(NS  contains a 

nonzero idempotent of S . From Lemma 4.7, the hypothesis on S amounts to the fact that direct 

summand of S  satisfy DCC. Among all nonzero idempotent in )(NS , choose )(Ne S  with 

))(()()1( MeeeS SS    minimal. We will prove that  
0))(()(  MeN SS   

Suppose that 0))(()(  MeN SS  , then 

0))(()())((  MeNMeN SSS  . 

Since M is a weak Baer module, there exists a nonzero idempotent Sf   such that 

))(()( MeNf SS   , so ))(( Mef S .  

Since 0fe , Sfeee  )1(  is a nonzero idempotent and ee  . In addition, 

eee  , so SeeS  . Thus 

)()()()( eeSSee SSSS    

which implies ))(())(( MeMe SS   . Moreover, ))(())(( MeMe SS   , because if 

))(())(( MeMe SS   , then ))(( Mef S  , so 0ef  and 0)1(  fef , i.e. 0f  a 

contradiction. This contradicts the choice of e .  

Finally, since )(Ne S , )(NSe S . On the other hand, for any )(NS ,  

0))(()()1(  MeNee SS   
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so See , Thus SeNS )(  and so SeNS )( . Therefor M is a Baer module. 

)3()1(   By [5, Theorem 4.5]. 

We say that a module M is a coweak Baer module if for any left ideal I of )(MEndS R  

with 0)( IrM , )(IrM  contains a nonzero direct summand of M . It is clear that every Baer module 

is cowek Baer. Recall that a module M  is quasi-retractable [12], if 0))(,( IrMomh MR  for every 

left ideal I  of )(MEndS R  such that 0)( IrM . Obviously, every retractable module is quasi-

retractable. 

Theorem 4.9. Let M be a right R module, )(MEndS R . Then the following statements 

are equivalent: 

1- M  is a coweak Baer module. 

2- For every left ideal I  of S with 0)( IrM , SeI   for some idempotent Se1 . 

3- For every submodule N of M  with SNS )( , SeNS )( for some idempotent Se1

. 

4- A ring S  is a right weak Baer ring and M  is a quasi-retractable module. 

Proof. )2()1(  . Let I  be a left ideal of S such that 0)( IrM , by assumption )(IrM  

contains a direct summand 0N  of M , so )(MeN  for some idempotent Se0 . Since 

)(IrN M ;  

)1()())(())(( eSeSMeIrI SSMS    

where Se11  is an idempotent.  

)3()2(  . Is trivial, because )(NS  is a left ideal of S  with 0))(( Nr SM  .  

)4()3(  . Let I  be a nonempty subset of S such that SIS )( . Then 0))(( Nr SM   

is a submodule of M  and SIr SMS )))(((  , so by assumption SeIS )(  for some 

idempotent Se1 , because )))((()( IrI SMSS   . Therefore by Lemma 3.1, S  is a right weak 

Baer ring. Let J  be a left ideal of S  with 0)( JrM . Since )(JrM is a submodule of M  such that 

SJrMS ))(( , SfJrMS ))((  for some idempotent Sf 1  by (3). Thus: 

)()))((()()()()1( JrJrrSfrfKerfKerfmI MMSMMS     
so ))(,(10 JrMomhf MR . This shows that M  is quasi-retractable. 

)1()4(  . Let I  be a left ideal of S  such that 0)( IrM , then by assumption 

0))(,( IrMomh MR . Thus )()()(   KerIrmI IM   for some S 0 . Thus 

0  for every I , so 0I  and so )(IrS , this shows that 0)( IrS . Since S  is a right 

weak Baer ring, there exists an idempotent Se0 such that )(Ire S . So 

)()()( IrKeremI MI     and 0)( emI  is a direct summand of M , this shows that M  is 

a coweak Baer module. 

It is clear that every free module is retractable. From this fact and Theorem 4.9 the following is 

derived: 
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Corollary 4.10. A free module RF is a coweak Baer module if and only if )(FEndR  is a right 

weak Baer ring. 

Lemma 4.11. [1, Lemma 2.2] Let V  and U  be submodules of a projective module P . Then 

UVP   if and only if UVS ˆˆ   where )(PEndS R  and ),(ˆ VPomhV R , 

),(ˆ UPomhU R . 

Lemma 4.12. Every projective module 0RP  with 0)( PJ  is retractable. 

Proof. Let A  be a nonzero submodule of P , then there exists a maximal submodule M  of P  

such that MA . By Lemma 4.11,  1  for some )(, PEndS R  and AmI )( , 

MmI )( . It is clear that 0 , because if 0 , then MP   a contradiction, so P  is 

retractable. 

Using Theorem 4.9 and Lemma 4.12, we obtain the following result. 

Corollary 4.13. A projective module 0RP  with 0)( PJ  is a coweak Baer module if and 

only if )(PEndR  is a right weak Baer ring. 

5. Recommendations. 

we recommend studying ring which the endomorphism ring of all modules above it is a weak and 

co-weak Baer ring. 
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